reSITE

Metropolis Central : Infinite Resources
how can we catalyze a 21st century LIVABLE CITY?
reSITE is a major international platform to exchange ideas about making cities more livable and competitive. We aim to foster collaboration and social innovation between disparate experts, politicians and the public. We care about cities and public space because a nicer city is more livable and competitive.

Based in Prague, we are the first organization in Central and Eastern Europe who is bridging the gap between the public and experts in four main fields: Design, Finance and Development, Policy, and Community Advocacy. Our long term goal is to encourage changes in urban planning strategies that are more open, international and transparent. We focus primarily on public space, waterfronts and sustainable mobility as a means to a city that can compete regionally and globally.

In June 2013, we organized the second-annual major international conference at DOX Centre for Contemporary Art. The energy of the conference and related events represented a new generation of thinkers and doers in Central Europe. reSITE Conference 2013 addressed the issue of modernizing Prague and other post-communist / pre-modern cities of the CEE region. The conference focused on providing solutions for politicians, citizens and investors; to grow and yet weave in a complex past. We feel certain that reSITE Conference 2013 catalyzed the public and business community to influence positive changes. Furthermore, we have begun discussing a closer partnership with the City of Prague due to a very favourable review by politicians and deputies at the conference. While we understand that the political situation is unstable, we know there are leaders who will answer the challenges of demanding business leaders and an electorate.

reSITE represents the future, as Jan Machacek contended in his weekly column in Respekt after attending the conference. We are interested in inspiring businesses and a young generation to change their cities; to understand quality architecture and urbanism and to push their politicians to make Prague a competitive capital. At the conference, several participants questioned the relevance of post-communism and looked past this narrative to inspire a new vision of the city led by this new generation unburdened with the inefficiencies of the past. This is exactly the conversation that reSITE is interested in cultivating.

The themes that parallel reSITE - architecture, politics, finance, planning, democracy - they all meet when one thinks of public space. Discussions and targeted lectures from international and local experts merged design, development and finance, government and community participation. Moderators from around the world transitioned seamlessly from one topic to the next. Why did we merge so many topics into one conference? Simply put, the city is built this way. We cannot address urban planning and urban design in an international and contemporary way without merging these disciplines and instigating discussion. There has been overwhelming praise for the professionalism and complexity that reSITE Conference accomplished.

Speakers like Greg Lindsay (Fast Company Magazine) talked about innovation and smarter work environments. Alex Washburn (City of New York) addressed finance, zoning, sustainable and bottom-up / top-down urban planning. Adrian Benepe (City of New York) talked about resiliency and Mayor Bloomberg's goal of having a park within a 10-minute walk of every New Yorker, because that is healthy for citizens and good for real estate investment. We highlighted foreign expertise by having Kees Christiaanese discuss urban planning at KCAP in Rotterdam. Enrique Penalosa brought a 400-person audience nearly to a standing ovation, with a thundering applause for his critique of democracy and his observations in the city of Prague. Winny Maas, the world-famous architect from the Netherlands, talked about merging the past with the future, but in an innovative way that stimulates controversial discussions about the cities.
he works in. A special panel of experts like Gines Garrido and Barbara Wilks talked about flooding and waterfront investment ideas with local officials like Tomas Ctibor and Pavla Melkova from the Prague Office for Public Space at the City Development Authority. Nigel Atkins stimulated discussion with his critique of the Czech system while young Slovak architects presented their community initiative that started an urban market. Other international guests stressed the importance of public/private partnerships to invest in public infrastructure and public spaces. At the end of two days of inspiring presentations, it was clear that these diverse and experienced professionals have added significant value into the cities they live and work in and they inspired the audience. It was also clear that there is a tremendous hunger for more information in the Czech Republic and the question that endured after so many presentations, “why can’t we do this here?”

The reality is that cities like Prague are uniquely positioned, geographically and historically, to be very competitive and livable cities. Speaking of competitiveness, there is no correlation between the size of a city and how competitive it is. Cities of all sizes can be competitive. Zurich, at 1.4mm people for example, is in the top 10 most competitive cities in the world, according to Citibank and The Economist Intelligence Unit.

reSITE aims to be a symbol of informed awareness. In our second year, we are now a leading expert voice in the region about internationally significant urban planning and development. In the next year, we aim to increase the international exposure of reSITE Conference in order to attract conferences guests from around the world. We bring the energy and expertise that can catalyze social awareness and activity; to utilize citizens to evolve the city to be a truly modern metropolis; and to also encourage politicians to make better decisions for the future of their city.

reSITE will always investigate how to improve livability and competitiveness in cities. In particular, we are interested in long term changes to city planning to foster openness, transparency and quality in governance. We will always focus on waterfronts, mobility and public spaces. The results of reSITE 2013 have been broadcast in local and international media.

Over the next three years, reSITE is committed to exploring the real economic, social and ecological value that international and sustainable urban design adds to cities. Moving forward, we will hold two closed door conferences during the year. At these events, we will form working groups in order to build consensus on new legislation and new priorities to innovate and regenerate CEE cities. We will hold one main conference that will attract people from all over the world. With offers to organize reSITE in other cities such as Budapest, Krakow, Warsaw and Berlin we will consider how to maintain quality, increase revenue and continue to add innovative content in other cities in the region.

Thank you for your support of reSITE Conference in this very important year. We are certain that the investment will be worth it in the near term as we build revenue and market share of urbanism conferences in Europe.

Kind regards,

Martin Joseph Barry
CITIES NEED TO BE COOL AND GREEN TO BE COMPETITIVE

DESIGN THE CITY FOR PEOPLE FIRST

THE YOUNG GENERATION IS THE INFINITE RESOURCE OF CEE CITIES

MORE PEOPLE ON STREETS = MORE RETURN ON INVESTMENT
TEN GOALS

01 Bridge the gap between design, community, policy and finance
02 Increase awareness of contemporary planning, architecture and sustainable design models
03 Collect, present and publish data and opinion pieces about competitive and livable cities
04 Catalyze new public/private partnerships to provide better public green space and urban parks in cities
05 Highlight visionary leaders who foster creative, economically viable solutions to the contemporary city
06 Organize closed-door working groups to propose legislation changes that encourage sustainable planning and investment in CEE
07 Envision new opportunities for investment through design competitions
08 Engage the public in urban events, increasing sensitivity and responsibility for urban environments
09 Create long term partnerships with CEE municipalities to encourage smarter planning, investment and international involvement
10 Become Europe’s leading urbanism and architecture conference

reSITE PARTICIPANTS
DESIGNERS +
MUNICIPAL LEADERS +
INVESTORS +
COMMUNITY GROUPS +

CONFERENCE AUDIENCE
PROFESSIONALS +
POLITICIANS +
NGO GROUPS +
STUDENTS +
INVESTORS +

reSITE NETWORK
58 PARTNERS +
SPONSORS +
105 TEAM MEMBERS +
Looking at the strong statements and talks of this year reSITE conference we are facing huge challenges to manage the consequences of a growing population in cities. The crisis, either caused by financial and political mismanagement and thus social inequality, must change the general attitude of urban policies and secure the possibility of heterogeneous cities in order to keep them interesting and alive. The conference made very clear that these questions have to be debated on a global level, yet the developed models have to be realized on a very local level.”

- Florian Koehl, FAT Koehl Architects, Germany

“Even if you don’t believe in climate change, something is happening and it is dramatically affecting our cities.”

- Adrian Benepe, City of New York

“Ecological resiliency is important after a disaster, but community resiliency can have even more to do with how quickly an area bounces back.”

- Barbara Wilks / W Architecture / New York

“Even if you don’t believe in climate change, something is happening and it is dramatically affecting our cities.”

- Adrian Benepe, City of New York

“In Prague, small changes are needed to begin the process of transforming the city.”

- Tomas Ctibor, Prague City Development Authority

“What can architecture and urbanism do for Europe?”

- Winy Maas / MVRDV / Rotterdam
reSITE 2013 KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

BENEPE  CHRISTIAANSE  M A A S  PEÑALOSA
**CONFERENCE AUDIENCE**

- Austria
- Belgium
- Czech Republic
- Denmark
- Germany
- Hungary
- Iceland
- Italy
- Pakistan
- Poland
- Russia
- Slovakia
- United States
- United Arab Emirates

**CONFERENCE SPEAKERS**

- Colombia
- Czech Republic
- Denmark
- France
- Germany
- Hungary
- Iceland
- Netherlands
- Norway
- Poland
- Spain
- Sweden
- Russia
- United States
- United Arab Emirates
Politics, finance, design
It is hard to get anywhere if you don’t imagine it first.
reSITE will work with an internationally recognized economics program at the university level. The economics platform will enhance the research, broaden the platform and the conference target group for reSITE.

RESEARCH AND PUBLICATION

reSITE will collect data and economic research about competitive and livable cities. The research will be published in local and international media. It will also be presented at international conferences.

CLOSED DOOR CONFERENCES

Twice per calendar year, these policy sessions will be organized in cooperation with a partner. 20-25 top-level experts, professionals and policy makers will convene to debate the future of cities in the CEE region. The goal is to form working groups, which will influence legislation and policy on urban planning and development issues.

CONFERENCE

reSITE will host the third annual international, interdisciplinary conference fostering collaborative dialogue between policymakers, designers, NGO groups and investors to discuss projects and policies that reflect the reSITE mission.

MAJOR PUBLIC EVENT

reSITE and Aerofilms in cooperation with a sponsor will host a major outdoor film screening. Rather than a large public festival, this film will be concentrated on one night during the conference. The film will be focused on the theme of architecture and/or landscape in films and be shown in a prominent public space near the river in June 2014 as the major public event of reSITE Conference.

reSITE PAVILION IN CEE CITIES

A movable pavilion will travel to 1-2 cities per year. The pavilion will act as a tool to activate public space in those cities and to catalyze the conversation about improving quality of life with smart design in cities.

reSITE Pavilion will act as a beacon for the future of urbanism in CEE cities. We will work with Balmond Studio in London to build the design and attract sponsors.

POTENTIAL CITIES

Brno
Pilsen
Ostrava
Bratislava
Budapest
Krakow
Warsaw
Belgrade
Sarajevo
Bucharest
Kiev
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>reSITE FACTS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>reSITE PARTICIPANTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>CONFERENCE AUDIENCE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>541*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Visitors in 2 days - sold out. Maximum capacity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>reSITE WEBSITE VISITS</strong></td>
<td><strong>reSITE WEB PAGE VIEWS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,062</td>
<td>30,982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*29 May - 30 June 2013</td>
<td>*29 May - 30 June 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Martin is a former Fulbright Scholar in the Czech Republic where he taught landscape architecture at CTU in 2011-2012. In September 2011, he founded reSITE. He is a Fellow at the Design Trust for Public Space in New York. He is also an Associate at W Architecture and Landscape Architecture where he leads multi-disciplinary teams on complex landscape, architecture and urbanism projects in New York City, Saudi Arabia, China, United Arab Emirates, Haiti, Canada, the Czech Republic and Mexico. He is a young leader in his field, working on public space plans for urban waterfronts, universities and resorts, rooftops and multi-use developments to large masterplans, city plans and urban design standards with leading figures such as Enrique Norten and Rafael Pelli while serving as a design consultant for private developers, municipalities and clients such as the royal family in Saudi Arabia.

Martin perceives landscape architecture and urbanism as an essential way to shape the future of cities and reestablish the way individuals interact with ecology and culture in urban public spaces. He believes that thoughtful, good urbanism and planning require strong and clear leadership with lively collaboration between policy, design and finance. Martin seeks to help cities become more competitive with a thoughtful and collaborative approach to urban design.

Anna Ježková is a partner at Atkins and Langford Development, a firm with more than 20 years of experience on the Czech market. Anna is currently pursuing a graduate degree in Urbanism at Paris Sorbonne and manages several development projects both in and outside of Prague. Over the past few years, she has been working with a team at the Ministry for Regional Development preparing the housing policies for the period 2011-2020.

Osamu Okamura is an architect who won the Vodafone Foundation grant program “World of Difference” in 2012 to join reSITE. He is editorial supervisor and former editor-in-chief of the professional architecture magazine ERA21. He is a professor and lecturer in Prague, Bratislava, Brno, Strasbourg and Wroclaw and an independent critic of the EU Prize for Contemporary Architecture - Mies van der Rohe Award - for the Czech Republic. A member of the Board of Experts of the European Prize for Public Space and adviser of Metropolitan Sounding Board of Prague City Council in the issues of urban development.

Yulia is a freelance illustrator by day and visual advisor by night. She has been working as a freelance illustrator for various magazines, advertisement agencies, theaters, websites and cultural events in Europe and Asia for the last 8 years. Her illustrative art has frequently appeared in Esquire, BBDO, Malene Birger, Ahmad tea any many more. She provides oversight, and artistic direction and perfection in all analog and digital visual communication for reSITE. Her exemplary standards and attention to detail ensure that all reSITE media is at the highest level.
CECIL BALMOND  
/ FOUNDER, BALMOND STUDIO / LONDON

You are doing a great job and with Osamu and Milota my team say you have a wonderful can-do organisation. Good luck with all of your endeavors. Congratulations to you for that.

BORIS PALMER  
/ MAYOR / TUBINGEN, GERMANY

reSITE is a fantastic opportunity to share thoughts and visions with high ranking professionals from many countries. This was a mind changing opportunity I would never want to miss.

ALEXANDROS WASHBURN  
/ DIRECTOR OF URBAN DESIGN, DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING / CITY OF NEW YORK

It was again a wonderful conference! Congrats! I have been to many of these events and I can say this is one of the best I have been to from a content, media and organizational point of view.

ADRIAN BENEPE  
/ FORMER COMMISSIONER OF PARKS / CITY OF NEW YORK

I left before I could congratulate you for an amazing conference, where the energy never flagged from the beginning to the very end.
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dPAV
2.5 DAYS IN PRAGUE
reSITE aims to expand our activities at the intersection of urban communication and policymaking that can be transferable and applicable to other Central and Eastern European cities. In order to make reSITE festival content fresh - a collaborative dialogue between policy leaders, designers, communities and financier/developers - and more accessible, the reSITE pavilion should be a stage where ideas about more transparent urban planning, inefficiency of post-communist urban planning attitudes and public space will be discussed and where cross-cultural, cross-disciplinary action takes place.

We propose to create a mobile pavilion that will host future conferences and become a branding device for collaborative urban practices. We intend to host conferences, discussions, films and performances about public space in public space. The festival pavilion needs to be conceptualized to match our mission.

In order to support a unique cultural collaboration, the envisioned reSITE pavilion should be a product of an international and interdisciplinary design dPAV workshop. The workshop led by Balmond Studio with a special Keynote Lecture by world-renowned structural designer and artist Cecil Balmond took place in Prague from 21 - 23 June.

18 students and young professionals from 9 countries took part in competition workshop. They formed 4 interdisciplinary, international teams / 13 architects, 3 engineers, 1 designer and 1 artist/. Every team got additional programmer who literally scripted their ideas as they emerged.

Selected participants expanded the concept design of the future reSITE pavilion and competed against other teams. The most successful design was selected as the venue for future conferences and festivals. The pavilion will become a manifestation of open and collaborative design for public space.

Maria Aiolova /Terreform One, New York City/, Osamu Okamura /Program director reSITE, Prague/, David Cerny /artist, Prague/, David Chisholm /architect, CNC Architects, Prague/, Adam Gebrian /architecture critic, Prague/ formed international jury that selected participants of the workshop in the first round - and the winning team in the second round.

Jury minutes will be released on our website. Workshop rules passed through Czech Chamber of Architects.
POTENTIAL CITIES

A MOVABLE PAVILION WILL TRAVEL TO 1-2 CITIES PER YEAR. THE PAVILION WILL ACT AS A TOOL TO ACTIVATE PUBLIC SPACE IN THOSE CITIES AND TO CATALYSE THE CONVERSATION ABOUT IMPROVING QUALITY OF LIFE WITH INNOVATIVE AND COLLABORATIVE DESIGN.

reSITE PAVILION WILL ACT AS A BEACON FOR THE FUTURE OF URBANISM. WE WILL HOST CONFERENCES ABOUT PUBLIC SPACE IN PUBLIC SPACE.

PRAGUE
BRNO
PLZEN
BRATISLAVA
BUDAPEST
KRAKOW
BELGRADE
SARAJEVO
BUCHAREST
KIEV
SOPHIA
Workshop:
Friday started with registration of participants and team forming. Tyson Hosmer /Lead Designer, Balmond Studio, London/ introduced the first ideas and sketches.

Interdisciplinary feedback and critiques took place during Saturday. Media theoretician David Korinek and conceptual sculptor Dominik Lang led interactive format “Lunch and Learn”. International and Czech external critiques Stefan Rettich /Karo Architects, Leipzig/, Jonas Norsted /Atelier Oslo, Oslo/, Martin Sichman /oximoron, Bratislava/, Marie Davidova /Coll Coll, Prague/ visited workshop Saturday afternoon. Team work followed the critiques.

Cecil Balmond, the Founder of Balmond studio visited workshop Sunday morning. He spent several hours reviewing models of each team. Teams worked on models till the afternoon. Final presentations started at 5:00 pm and were followed by jury meeting. The jury voted for the first team no. 1. Alma Dzinalija, Pierre Cutellic, Kristof Hanzlik, Morten Bilde Hougaard, Jan Pelcik became the authors of the concept of future reSITE pavilion.

A special public lecture of Cecil Balmond with more than 100 visitors in the audience finished the workshop.

Summary:
Participants were able to develop conceptual system of the future pavilion during limited time of 2.5 days. Winning proposal is based on the maximum flexibility of the construction in relation to public space, yet it keeps its characteristic, iconic design. It is easy to transport, assemble and disassemble.

We hope that the conceptual system and a close cooperation with Balmond studio will lead into a successful fundraising of the pavilion. The competition workshop was transparent and all its results will be published soon on website workshop. resite.cz and reSITE summary publication.
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YULIA YAKUSHOVA
Creative Director | y.yakushova@resite.cz
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